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“A focus on meals and cooking will be important for future
sales of cheese as its most popular carrier product, bread,
is in decline. Promoting cheese as an indulgent snack
offers another route for keeping cheese on the menu.
Highlighting provenance, artisan cheese-making skills and
different taste experiences offer possibilities for
encouraging trading up.”
– Richard Caines, Senior Food & Drink Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Mealtimes offer scope for promoting many uses for cheese
Focus on indulgence can add value in price-focused market
Positives of cheese as a snack important for targeting younger people

UK retail sales of cheese are estimated to grow 2017, with some inflation expected to boost sales
following deflation in 2016. The fortunes of cheddar have the biggest impact on the overall market
value. This has been hit by a move towards lower-priced own-label cheddar and growing sales through
discounters.
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Sales of continental and recipe cheeses have outperformed cheddar and British regional cheeses,
pointing to a need for UK producers to shout more loudly about quality, provenance and the range of
different flavours available in British cheese. A focus on the latter in particular can help to appeal to a
younger generation more interested in new taste experiences but who are less likely to buy British
regional cheeses than their older counterparts.
Bread sales have been declining but cheese is eaten the most in a sandwich or with toast, so driving
increased usage for cooking will be important. Use of cheese in or with meals will be influenced by
restaurant experiences, as well as the appeal of different types of cheese as a good source of protein
for vegetarians or those having meat-free days. Snack products will also be important for future
growth, but could benefit from more premium options focusing on the indulgence angle.
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Boursin the most indulgent and special brand
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Figure 31: User profile of Boursin, September 2017
Philadelphia seen as most innovative brand
Figure 32: User profile of Philadelphia, September 2017
The Laughing Cow seen as vibrant and family brand
Figure 33: User profile of The Laughing Cow, September 2017
Cheestrings has strong association with being fun
Figure 34: User profile of Cheestrings, September 2017
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Purchasing of Cheese by Type
More than nine in 10 people buy cheese
Figure 35: Types of cheese bought in the last three months, August 2017
Cream/soft cheese bought more by women
Continental cheese lags British cheese
Even split between branded and own-label in cheddar purchasing
Figure 36: Branded and own-label cheddar bought in the last three months, August 2017

Purchasing of Cheese by Format
More convenient formats give a boost to cheese sales
Figure 37: Formats of cheese bought in the last three months, August 2017
Cheese also targeting more convenient snacking

Frequency of Eating Cheese in Different Ways
Cheese most likely to be eaten with bread but bread declining
Figure 38: Frequency of eating cheese in different ways, August 2017
Scope for encouraging more frequent eating as part of cheeseboard
Mealtimes offer many different uses for cheese

Associations for Cheese
Positive nutritional associations for cheese…
…but brands could be missing an opportunity to drive home these associations
Figure 39: Associations for cheese, August 2017
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Protein content could be the key to attracting younger buyers
Being high in saturated fat the biggest negative
Does “indulgent” clash with “healthy”?
Concerns over cholesterol content among over-45s
Cheese has strong appeal as a snack option
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Figure 40: What people would give up if they had to give up chocolate or cheese, August 2017

Interest in Product Features
A third would like to see more re-sealable packaging
Figure 41: Interest in product features for cheese, August 2017
Room for retailers to encourage trading up to smaller brands
Room for more cheese with added flavours or ingredients

Attitudes towards Buying and Eating Cheese
Samplings, ideas and advice good ways to encourage buying
Figure 42: Attitudes towards buying and eating cheese, August 2017
Core group of cheese connoisseurs to target
Convenience and quality issues in sliced/grated cheese
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Figure 45: New product launches in the cheese market, by top 10 claims (sorted by 2016), 2013-17
Figure 46: New product launches in the cheese market, by format type, 2013-17
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